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For almost 30 years, this book has been a classic text for electronics enthusiasts. Now completely updated for todays technology with easy explanations and presented in a more user-friendly format, this third edition helps you learn the essentials you need to work with electronic circuits. All you need is a general understanding of electronics concepts such as Ohms law and current flow, and an acquaintance with first-year algebra. The question-and-answer format, illustrative experiments, and self-tests at the end of each chapter make it easy for you to learn at your own speed.     

       Learn the fundamental principles of electronic circuits at your own pace
    For almost 30 years, this book has been a classic text for electronics enthusiasts. Now completely updated for today's technology with easy explanations and presented in a more user-friendly format, this third edition helps you learn the essentials you need to work with electronic circuits. All you need is a general understanding of electronics concepts such as Ohm's law and current flow, and an acquaintance with first-year algebra. This book's question-and-answer format, illustrative experiments, and self-tests at the end of each chapter make it easy for you to learn at your own speed.      

	
        Easily master the mathematical calculations that help you to understand the operation of electronic circuits      

    
	
        Review the concepts and equations you need to design basic circuits using direct current and alternating current      

    
	
        Understand the principles of the transistor, a key building block of modern electronics      

    
	
        Calculate the values of currents, voltages, and resistances in circuits that use transistors as switches or amplifiers      

    
	
        Discover methods for filtering electronic signals to reduce noise or enhance the signal      

    
	
        Explore the concepts and equations governing oscillators and power supplies, including step-by-step procedures for designing an oscillator and a power supply circuit      

    
	
        Gain an understanding of the currents, voltages, and principles and calculations that allow you to select components for circuits      

    


About the Author
   
Earl Boysen is a veteran engineer who maintains two technology-focused Web sites, www.buildinggadgets.com and www.understandingnano.com. He is coauthor of Electronics For Dummies, Electronics Projects For Dummies, and Nanotechnology For Dummies, all published by Wiley. Visit his sites at: www.buildinggadgets.com and  www.understandingnano.com
    The late Harry Kybett wrote the bestselling first and second editions of Electronics Self-Teaching Guide. He was director of engineering operations at Columbia Pictures Corporation. He built many studios and video systems for the broadcasting industry and created training programs for Sony Corporation of America.       
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Constraint Reasoning for Differential Models (Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2005
The basic motivation of this work was the integration of biophysical models within the interval constraints framework for decision support. Comparing the major features of biophysical models with the expressive power of the existing interval constraints framework, it was clear that the most important inadequacy was related with the representation...
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Encyclopedia of Islam & the Muslim WorldMacmillan Technical, 2003
A growing number of scholars and pundits have declared that the twenty-first century will be the era of Islam. Such predictions, whether intended in a positive or negative light, err in failing to appreciate the spread and influence of Islam during the past millennium and a half, especially on the continents of Asia and Africa. Nonetheless, events...
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Probabilistic Thinking: Presenting Plural Perspectives (Advances in Mathematics Education)Springer, 2013

	This volume provides a necessary, current and extensive analysis of probabilistic thinking from a number of mathematicians, mathematics educators, and psychologists. The work of 58 contributing authors, investigating probabilistic thinking across the globe, is encapsulated in 6 prefaces, 29 chapters and 6 commentaries. Ultimately, the four...
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grep Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2009
grep Pocket Reference is the first guide devoted to grep, the powerful utility program that helps you locate content in any file on a Unix or Linux system. Several applications use grep, from mail filtering and system log management to malware analysis and application development, and there are many other ways to use the utility. This pocket...
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Dental BiotribologySpringer, 2013

	Dental Biotribology summarizes the latest achievements in dental wear and is designed to help the reader better understand the relationship between structures and tribological properties of human teeth. This book provides guidance on the biomimic design of anti-wear engineering systems based on human teeth and also explains mechanisms...
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Frommer's France 2010 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2009
Frommer's France 2010

With Foldout Map

Beaune, the medieval capital of Burgundy, gets juiced up for the Les Trois Glorieuses wine festival in November. See chapter 13.

Foldout map, plus detailed maps throughout

	
    Exact prices, directions, opening hours,and other practical information
...
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